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INTRODUCTION

Novel laser-driven accelerators have the potential to become an essential part of future high-brightness
accelerator technology. In particular, laser-wakefield accelerators (LWFA), which are based on laser-plasma
interactions, can produce electron bunches with an emittance comparable to that of conventional accelerators
and with a pulse duration of only a few femtoseconds[1–4]. However, LWFA electron beams currently do not
have some of the parameters required by many applications, such as a sufficiently small energy spread or a
sufficiently high pulse repetition rate. Other parameters, such as the transverse emittance can be even further
improved. The parameters of LWFA electron beams are mainly determined by the electron injection into
the accelerating plasma structure and the acceleration process itself. For simplicity, the majority of current
LWFAs use a self-injection scheme, which leads to electron beams with a relatively large energy spread and
that are typically of lower reproducibility compared to conventional accelerator technology. Furthermore,
to achieve electron self-injection requires a comparably high laser intensity, which is currently limiting the
repetition rate at which LWFA beams can be produced. Different schemes of controlled injection have been
demonstrated, including colliding laser pulses[5], plasma density modulations[6, 7] and ionization injection[8–
10]. Although first promising results have been obtained, these methods still require further improvements
and some experimental implementations are challenging.

Novel approaches for a front-end injector for a future plasma-based collider are required to address these
limitations. In particular, this includes methods that increase the laser-to-electron beam efficiency, enable
controlling and manipulating the phase-space of ultrashort LWFA electron bunches with high accuracy and
high-resolution diagnostics.

LWFA IN THE BUBBLE REGIME

One of the main challenges for LWFAs are improvements in the electron beam brightness, including the
energy spread and transverse emittance and increasing the accelerator repetition rate. Due to simplicity, the
majority of LWFAs are driven in the highly nonlinear (bubble) regime and use electron self-injection[11–13].
Operating in this regime requires laser pulses with relativistic intensities. Specifically, the normalized vector
potential a0 = eEλ/mc2 ' λ[µm](I0[W/cm

2
]/1.4× 1018)1/2 of the pulse, where E is the laser electric field,

λ the laser wavelength, mc2 the electron rest mass and I0 the laser intensity, needs to be significantly in
excess of 1. To achieve these intensities with a matched laser spot size requires laser pulses with a power
of hundreds of terawatts to petawatts [11, 14, 15]. This severely limits the repetition rate at which current
state-of-the art laser systems can operate, thus limiting the repetition rate of the accelerator. Furthermore,
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the highly nonlinear bubble regime increases the difficulty of control over the electron beam properties. This
includes the control of the injection process and also the acceleration process. For the latter, this is because
of the highly nonlinear evolution of the laser pulse due to the laser-plasma interaction. Due to the stronger
interaction of the laser with the plasma at higher intensities, this also leads to low laser-to-electron-bunch
efficiencies.

PHASE-SPACE SHAPING

The generation of LWFA electron bunches with a sufficiently high beam quality requires control over
the beam phase space with very high temporal and spatial precision. This includes control over both, the
electron injection process and the acceleration process. This can only be achieved by a combined theoretical
and experimental effort that includes the development of novel simulation and experimental methods. In
particular, this also includes the development of novel phase-space diagnostic with high spatial and temporal
resolution. This approach will allow the comparison of experimental results with simulation to a high degree
and can help improve the ability for predictions based on simulations. Efforts to shape the electron bunch
phase-space include the development of advanced method of electron injection including beam tapering and
the investigation of acceleration in different regimes, such as a more linear regime. Methods to control the
phase space include the design of sophisticated driver lasers, such as high control over the laser spatial and
temporal higher-order shapes, multiple pulses, potentially of different colors or the incoherent addition of
multiple pulses for example from fiber lasers. Furthermore, novel target designs have the potential to increase
the beam quality and shot-to shot stability.

DIAGNOSTICS

Despite ever-more sophisticated attempts to measure the LWFA electron bunch phase space, it is still far
from being fully characterized. In particular, the sub-femtosecond time resolution that is require is very
challenging. The determination of the success of certain approaches requires novel diagnostic methods for
both, the accelerated electron bunch and the accelerating plasma structure itself. These methods need to
have a very high temporal and spatial resolution and ideally work in a single shot. Furthermore, they need
to be capable of measuring the full 6D phase-space distribution of the electron bunches, including their
temporal energy distribution.

CONCLUSION

The injector is a critical element of a high-energy collider. HEP-relevant Laser-plasma accelerator scenar-
ios, require the injector to produce electron bunches with carefully tailored characteristics that have yet to
be relazised in the laboratory. Developing the necessary injector technology will require a combined effort
to advance the forefront of phase space diagnostics, laser technology, computational modeling of injection,
and basic plasma physics.
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